Inspiring audiences to…

STEP UP
STAND OUT
SPEAK UP… and,
LEAD CHANGE.

AUTHENTIC Author INSPIRATIONAL Speaker CHANGE CHAMPION Coach
Why engage Jilinda for you next event, project or publication?
Are you searching for a dose of different and daring… an outsidethe box thinker who engages audiences with REAL and RAW
stories drawn from a range of box-busting life and leadership
experiences?
Looking for a straight-shooting, thought provoking leadership
“I’m on a
guru for your next expert panel or podcast?
mission to
Need a punchy, on-point article for your publication or some
develop
point-of-difference commentary on a particular topic?
DYNAMIC
After three decades of exploring, experiencing, researching,
writing and talking about what it takes to be a successful
LEADERS
leader; Jilinda passionately shares why being a dynamic leader
– authentic, genuine, engaging, inclusive, agile,
and boost
and deliberate influencer of change, matters greatly –
now more than ever.
DIVERSITY
at the
Expect bucket loads of passion, purposeful stories,
decision-making
proven formulas and practical strategies
tables.”

LEADERSHIP + DIVERSITY
KEYNOTES

WORKSHOPS

FACILITATION

WHO IS
AUTHOR • SPEAKER • COACH
Director of Vital Leaders
	Founder of ElevateHER Leadership Community
	Coordinator of ElevateHER Lean In Chapter
	Facilitator of ElevateHER –
Lean In Circles
Published Author
Professional Speaker

Jilinda Lee is a change champion, internationally recognised leadership expert,
inspirational thought leader, dynamic speaker, writer, mentor and passionate
influencer on all things leadership related.
As a proud feminist and global advocate for women’s participation in raising the leadership bar,
Jilinda’s high energy sweet spot is fuelled and fired up when combining her two great passions:

LEADERSHIP + DIVERSITY
Known for her vibrant, passionate personality, and straight-shooting commentary, Jilinda Lee is
not afraid to challenge the status quo. She doesn’t try to blend in with the ordinary, is not inspired
by the average, nor does she believe in playing small to suit others. Instead, she purposefully rocks
individuality, espouses authenticity, and dares to disrupt for greater-good outcomes.
Jilinda champions and embraces change as exciting chapters of opportunity to learn and experience
new things, places, people, and adventures.
From small business owner, to widespread leadership experience in government sectors across
three states, community leadership roles, and establishing her own leadership development company,
she shares the depth of diverse experiences and valuable knowledge gained from over 30 years in
lead roles.
When presenting, Jilinda delivers lively on-point talks, using meaningful personal stories, designed to
inspire and ignite her audience to be the change; to be the leaders the world so desperately needs.
In 2019, she published her first book – Rock Your Stripes, to inspire more women to step up into
leadership; in their lives and for the greater good of our society.

ABOUT Jilinda LEE MMgt, CMgr FIML

Acknowledged as a Change Champion, Leadership Mentor, Organisational
Development and Human Behaviour Specialist; Jilinda Lee’s expertise comes
from 30+ years in lead roles, supported by formal qualifications and accreditations:
•
•
•
•
•

Masters in Management - MMgt (HRM & Leadership specialisation)
Chartered Manager - CMgr (Globally recognised by CMI, UK)
TTI Success Insights - TTISI Certified Behaviour Analyst Professional
Institute of Social + Emotional Intelligence - ISEI Accredited
International Coaching Federation - ICF Accredited

KEYNOTE TOPICS... passionate, personal, purposeful
AUTHENTICITY MATTERS
Let’s face it… most of us have had enough of the ‘fake’ stuff. You don’t have to look very far
for current examples. When it comes to leadership, people want to connect with the real you;
the genuine version. People want to know WHO you are, before they get why you do what
you do. This signature keynote inspires leaders to bring their ‘whole self’ to their roles, lead
from their core, and provides 3 key strategies to become a more authentic leader.

D.A.R.E. to ROCK YOUR STRIPES
The word DARE has strongly influenced my mindset and actions in recent years, and using it as
an acronym, I’ve developed 2 useful formulas to share: one a personal leadership motto, and
the other forms Part 1 of my book – Rock Your Stripes. Like the book, this signature keynote
is a passionate, urgent call out for women to step up bravely, stand out boldly, speak up
brilliantly; to be their full-arse version, get involved and lead change. NOW is the time.

STEP INTO THE ARENA
Inspiration is one thing, but turning that into actioning real change requires a fundamental shift
in thinking, smashing fears that hold us back and unravelling entrenched illogical beliefs. In
this signature keynote [or expanded workshop series] I share what I’ve personally discovered
are the 5 core igniters and strengtheners of inner personal power, that fuels confidence and
courage to keep daring; now cheekily referred to in Part II of my book – Rock Your Stripes,
as the FAVE 5 formula.

INDIVIDUALITY ROCKS
WHY choose to blend in, bow or bend to external pressures? Why hide when you were born
to stand out? Embracing individuality from childhood, I share real and raw stories of my
unique journey from blank-canvas to rocking my own colourful stripes. Then I’ll show you
how to smash the confidence sucking crap, to build your individuality muscle from the
inside-out - from self-awareness -> self-confidence -> self-leadership.

BUST OUT – BOLD UP
Feeling boxed in, choosing to blend with the rest, or just biding time? I know a thing or
two about busting out of belittling confines, boldly challenging status-quo, and bravely
standing up for what is right, fair, equitable, rich in opportunity, and good for our society.
Sharing stories about boxes, boots and bull shit, we will smash the four crappy C’s to help
you courageously lead bold changes.

For details on other keynote topics
and increasing list of organisations
Jilinda has presented for, visit
jilindalee.com.au/speaker

BE A GAME-CHANGER
GET YOUR CULTURE ON TRACK
KEY PRINCIPLES OF ROLE-MODEL LEADERSHIP
LEAN IN TO LEAD - Equality Matters

Packed full of real and raw stories,
reflective exercises, inspirational
quotes, and practical tips to
inspire you to...

Unleash your full-arse version

AVAILABLE NOW from your local bookstore and online distributors
What others say about Jilinda...
“I’ve had the great pleasure of working with Jilinda
in various capacities over the past few years,
and Rock Your Stripes is without a doubt the
summary of how she lives her life, how she leads,
and how she influences others. I know those who
experience a workshop or event where Jilinda is
presenting, quickly see a wonderful combination
of down-to-earth wisdom, high-level knowledge,
while showcasing the power of individuality. I have
enormous respect for Jilinda.”
Andrew Griffiths, International Bestselling Author
and Global Speaker
“Jilinda’s approach to leadership is unique. Her
stories are told from the perspective of a leader
who has certainly earned her stripes in the world of
management. What hits you right between the eyes
about Jilinda is that she doesn’t mince her words or
beat around the bush. [She provides] practical tips
to help others lead better and, more importantly,
be better.”
David Pich, CE, IML ANZ.

“Straight forward and straight from the heart. Jilinda
encourages women to lead with authenticity, find
better ways of solving problems and build positive
change in workplace culture. Her presentations just
might make you reflect, reframe and re-envision
your opportunities for making a difference.”
Vivienne Tippett, Professor
“Thanks for your highly motivational presentation.
It was very well received with great feedback.
I thought it perfectly aligned with our direction,
so a terrific job and greatly appreciated”
Linda Cardew, CEO, Douglas Shire
Delegates Feedback: 75% rated Jilinda’s keynote
as ‘extremely positive’, with ‘favourite session’
comments like: ‘Authenticity session, because it got
me thinking about being myself’.
Authenticity Matters keynote at IML Conference

To engage Jilinda for your next event…
jilinda@vitalleaders.com.au
0437 926 411
jilindalee.com.au
vitalleaders.com.au
Jilinda Lee – Author, Speaker, Coach

ElevateHER – Leadership Community

Jilinda Lee

@Dare2bJilinda

